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About This Game

Guns’n’Stories: Bulletproof

is a dynamic VR western shooter that fully immerses players into the ambiance of weird Wild West.
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Super entertaining little game. Story is a hoot and the gameplay is fun and challenging.. For a wave shooter, this is a great game.
The boss fights are well done, and I also really like the voice acting. For an early access game, it is well polished and optimized..
Overall its a lot of fun to play its clearly not meant to be taken seriously so if you really want your show down at the O.K. Corral
you may be waiting a bit longer yet. But if you like the idea of a stylized shootout with a bit of humour and a large dose of
fantasy then you could certainly do worse than this. Its a pretty decent price as it is but Im sure there will be a decent discount in
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a Steam sale at some point but if youve got a few spare dollars hanging around and you want a bit of fun give it a go.. Oh, these
memories of the game on Nintendo :) Guns'n'Stories: Bulletproof VR - game, the plot of which takes place in the Wild West.
Your granddad tells about his adventures, but the story gets confused and you have to fight back from the opponents. Opponents
are not at all scary (from the word at all). The game is something like the Serious Sam - his variety of weapons and black
humor.. great game at first I was sceptic but it is so much fun to play. Good game! It has a spirit of competition, cynical humor,
a motivation system and other interesting aspects.. Guns'n'Stories: Bulletproof VR is a strong entry in the VR wave shooter
genre. It's easy to play at lower difficulty levels, but challenging enough at the higher levels to support continuing replayability.
Even in early access, it's one you ought to pick up.. VR GTX 1060 (6GB) Gameplay (With Commentary) See my video above
for my 1st impressions! My Thoughts: My Clint Eastwood inspired western fantasy has just come true! This is a superb western
themed shooter with a very cool artstyle, characters, animations and a funny narrative to boot.. it's really fun as a party game. all
five of us played like crazy for hours.
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